
The 3 Commandments In shrink £7.00
Unusual idea for a game. Players take it in turn to be the High Priestess of their own religion, and 
the other players are the novices who have to work out what is and what is not permitted in the 
religion. The rules of a religion are determined by the High Priestess by selecting 3 cards, 2 of 
which represent good things to do to gain karma, and 1 which represents bad karma. The cards 
give two types of rules - the first set involves the movement and positioning of playing pieces on a 
board,and the second set what the novice may or may not do besides moving a piece on the board. 
The player with the most karma at the end wins. Available In Shrink and Good.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2008 3 7 4,5,6,7 12

504 In shrink £30.00
An astonishing concept by a very ingenious designer. The game is called 504 because it actually 
contains 504 different games! There are 9 different modules which can be selected, and three 
are combined each game to produce a very different set of rules. The modules are: Pick Up & 
Deliver, Race, Privileges, Military, Exploring, Roads, Majorities, Production and Shares. The rules 
book is very cleverly designed to make sure that the modules combine properly, and that the 
combinations all work. This is a magnificent design achievement, and it will provide a vast amount 
of play to explore the possibilities let alone master them.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2015 2 4 2,3,4 10

Black Friday In shrink £20.00
If Friedemann Friese knows to do anything, he knows how to make deeply engaging calculation 
games. Black Friday is a stock game. Invest and manipulate the value of your shares to go up, up 
and up in value. Know when to sell otherwise their may be a big crash. Black Friday replicates the 
drama of the stock exchange in your room. Nicely illustrated and good production- now is the time 
to buy buy buy!

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2011 2 5 2,3,4,5 12

Famiglia In shrink £6.00
Card game. As Mafia bosses the players try to recruit the most and best members for their 
gangs. The game uses a clever mechanism to allow gangsters from each of four families to be 
recruited. The system means that you have to work your way up though the lower ranked family 
members before you can recruit the more powerful mobsters. However, the families also have 
special abilities which can prove useful in your plans.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2010 2 2 2 10

Fast Flowing Forest Fellers Good £15.00
Race game in which the players must get both of their log riders downstream as fast as possible. 
However in the way there are lots of logs as well as the other log riders, and unhelpful eddy 
currents which the log riders can get pushed into. Players play cards from a hand to determine 
their movement allowance and which log rider they can move each turn. There is plenty of scope 
for hindering your opponents as well as clever moves where one of your log riders can help the 
other one.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2008 2 5 2,3,4,5 8
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Filou: Die Katze im Sack In shrink £8.00
Fun light game of bidding and bluffing. Players secretly add a card each into a batch. These cards 
can be cats of varying values (mostly +ve but a few -ve), or dogs (which scare away either the 
biggest or smallest cats). Players then bid for the batch, only knowing a little about what they will 
be getting. However, there is a monetary reward for staying in the bidding, and as players drop 
out more of the batch is revealed. Neat mechanics making a great fun light game - recommended.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2007 3 5 3,4,5 8

Finstere Flure Good £15.00
Fun game in which each player has 3 or 4 people who need to escape from the dungeons. However, 
also in the dungeons is a monster, which will kill anyone it encounters. First the players take it in 
turns to move their people around the dungeon floor, going around, over or behind various 
obstacles such as pools of blood, stone blocks, teleporters; and then the monster moves. Each 
round it moves a different amount, and it follows fixed rules which depend on what it can see to 
guide it, and woe betide anyone in its way. It is possible by clever play to manipulate the monster 
into finding another player's man, which is especially satisfying if they were about to escape... 
Unusually it plays especially well with 5-7 players. Aka Fearsome Floors.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2003 2 7 2,3,4,5,

6,7
8

Freitag In shrink £12.00
The player is Man Friday, Robinson Crusoe's loyal and capable assistant. As Friday you must help 
your leader survive and prepare for battle against the pirates at the climax of the game. The 
mechanisms are those of a deck building game - you must try to fill your deck with useful cards 
while getting rid of the less useful ones. The game is lost if Robinson Crusoe loses all his health 
points, and won if the pirates are defeated. Excellent solo game with several levels of difficulty. 
Recommended. German version.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2012 1 1 1 10

Funfair Good £12.00
Collection of 6 short games from different designers, that take up to 6 players. Won the Games 
Magazine "Best new party/Manual dexterity game" prize in 2012.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2010 3 6 3,4,5,6 10

Fünf Gurken In shrink £8.00
Cucumber themed trick taking game, in which the players goal is to win tricks - but not the last 
(seventh) one. If you do end up with the last trick you get a cucumber, and once you've got 5 you 
are out of the game. Quick fun cardgame based on a classic Nordic game.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2013 2 6 3,4,5,6 6
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Fürchterliche Feinde Good £14.00
Unusual dungeon exploring game. The board shows a complex of rooms and corridors and the 
players send in their adventurers to gain gold. There is an unusual system which ensures that only 
as areas are discovered are they populated with monsters, and all the time the monsters get 
tougher. Care must be taken over which monsters to fight as if they are too tough they can't be 
beaten until your adventurer gains experience, but too weak and they will run away (taking their 
treasure with them). It is also possible to tag along with other more powerful adventurers and 
gain experience as a hanger on. Players must manage their pool of power chips carefully, but 
ultimately it is gold gained that wins the game. German version, but game components are 
international.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2006 2 6 3,4,5 8

Fürstenfeld Excellent £18.00
Players harvest hops, barley and spring water for nearby breweries... that only have a limited 
demand for these items and thus the prices get lower. In the mean time players are building a 
palace, which takes space away from their fields and therefore limits their production, which 
make the prices go up again. Includes rules for a basic and an expert game.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2010 2 5 2,3,4,5 10

Megastar Good £3.50
Card drafting game in which players play cards to alter the popularity of various bands, while also 
trying to keep a set of cards which show the top bands when the hand ends. Each time a band has 
three cards played next to it all the bands are evaluated, moving up one position for each card 
played next to them. These cards are then removed and play resumes. Cards set aside are then 
scored when the deck runs out.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2006 2 5 3,4,5 8

Monstermaler Good £3.00
Paper and pencil party drawing game in which players draw HALF celebrities.... until other players 
shout STOP, and then the next players continues your drawing.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2006 4 30 4,5,6,7,

8,9,10,1
10

Paparazzo Good £5.00
Card game with a paparazzi theme. Players must collect valuable photographs of celebrities. The 
more compromising photos of one person in circulation the greater the value for that particular 
celebrity.A neat twist is that, to finance future investment, you have to sell some pictures as you 
go along (to Stunk magazine) but you must be careful not to sell future high earners lest you 
reduce the value of your final portfolio too much.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1994 3 5 3,4,5 10
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Power Grid: Factory Manager Good £15.00
Factory development game with a somewhat spurious 'Power Grid' tie-in logo - this is an entirely 
different and fully stand alone game. Each player runs a factory which starts off with low 
production and shipping capacity. Players buy new factory improvement tiles at auction, to improve 
their production and shipping and thus their profit, while watching their energy consumption level, 
and the number of workers they need to employ. Plenty of scope for clever bidding, and carefully 
managing all aspects of your factory and money supply is crucial.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2009 2 5 2,3,4,5 12

Unexpected Treasures Excellent £9.00
From BGG: Players are on a mission to collect old furniture from a bulk waste collection site and 
turn a profit by selling those pieces to paying customers. It's first come, first served. What's 
more, you are able to take only a few items home at a time – and you have to be wary of a thief 
who is out on the prowl just waiting to steal your collected goods from your home.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
2012 3 6 3,4,5,6 10

Wucherer Playable £10.00
Card game, later reprinted as Landlord. Players play apartment cards and rent them to tenants, 
collecting rent each turn. Wealthy tenants can be placed in your own properties, but squatters and 
deadbeats into your opponents' apartments. You can even play a bomb card on your opponents' 
building, but make sure you have an alibi card as the police may catch you otherwise.

Year of release Min Pl Max Pl Rec Pl Age Range
1997 2 6 3,4,5,6 14

PLEASE SEE OUR SMALLPRINT DOCUMENT FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
Game descriptions are personal opinions from Eamon, Andy, Hans or Adam.
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